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From The Editor’s Desk

PhotographyBB Online Magazine Issue Thirteen: Happy Birthday to Us!

I t’s finally here! Our much anticipated One Year Anniversary edition of the 
PhotographyBB Magazine Online! Let me first begin by saying how grateful I am to all 
of the readers for taking the time to download our magazine month after month. Your 

emails of thanks and praise have been greatly appreciated, and I thank you sincerely for 
being a reader of our magazine.

Next, of course, I must say a very special thank you to all of the writers who have 
contributed to the magazine over the past year. From our regular monthly contributing 
authors to all of the amazing guest contributors we’ve had, thank you so much for making 
this journey with me, and for giving me the thrill of a lifetime being your editor. We have 
certainly come a long way and thanks to your dedication to teaching others, coupled 
with your hard work, we have created something special with this magazine - and it’s 
only going to continue getting better. Now that we are officially into our second year, 
we’re taking this magazine to the next level, starting with a brand new column, but I’ll 
get into that a little later!

I originally planned on a one-page editorial this month, but since I like to talk/type so 
much, I’m going with a two-pager! The new theme for 2009 will be change. Change has 
come to the world in the form of a new US president, and as well, there have been several 
changes at PhotographyBB - mainly aimed at developing some enhancements to our 
forums and blog. The new forums have been live since the start of the new year, and all 
(ok, most!) of the bugs have been worked out. Additionally, I’ve done an entire makeover 
on the blog page which is now (for the most part) complete. I think the new look is fresh, 
more functional, and houses both our new Flickr gallery, as well as our Twitter “tweets.”

Yes, as I just mentioned, we have recently launched a Flickr group which I would like 
to invite you all to join: (http://www.flickr.com/groups/photographybb_gallery). One 
of the exciting things we are doing there is allowing our Flickr group members to submit 
photos for contests, and we will be publishing the winning photos in our future magazine 
issues. So if you are already on Flickr then please join us and submit your images to the 
challenges, it’s great exposure for you and your photography!

I also just got into the whole Twitter thing this past month. At first I was pretty 
reluctant (yet another site and profile to check daily and try to maintain), but once I got 
on there, I was immediately addicted. The convenience of being able to “tweet” and let 
folks know what’s going on with PhotographyBB and myself, without having to create an 
entire blog posting is quite slick. I’ll still be doing blog articles (and more of them too by 
the way), but if you would like more frequent updates from PhotographyBB, including 
exclusive Twitter only contests, then please feel free to “follow” me on Twitter at: http://
www.twitter.com/photographybb

Before I get into our Anniversary Issue, there’s one last thing I wanted to share with 
you. This past month, I had the opportunity of a lifetime to fulfill a childhood fantasy. 

Dave Seeram is the Editor in Chief for PhotographyBB Online Magazine. As 
the administrator of the PhotographyBB Website and Forums, Dave is also 
an experienced author of several Photoshop® Actions and Tutorials which 
can be found on http://www.PhotographyBB.com
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As you have probably seen in the image - that is me with the one 
and only Stanley Cup! As a kid growing up I spent most of my time 
playing street hockey, pretending I was one of the “greats” at the 
time; Wayne Gretzky, Paul Coffee, (the list goes on), and of course 
Grant Fuhr when I was in goal. So when I heard that the Stanley 
Cup was in town for a McDonald’s / NHL promotion, I jumped at the 
chance to be there and grab some shots of the Canadian Holy Grail. 
I was privileged to take some memorable photos, and yes, I did get 
to touch the Cup!

This particular photo was taken by Vancouver photographer Jay 
Shaw (http://www.jayshaw.com) who was the professional hired to 
shoot the event. Jay did an amazing job with everyone there. He was 
a natural at controlling a very busy shoot, was patient and friendly, 
and just did an all around outstanding job. Thanks Jay for this photo 
of an event which I will never forget.

Now that I’ve gone on for over a page, let’s talk about the 
magazine! In this special one-year anniversary edition, we’ve got 
some really cool stuff for you. We’ve added a brand new column to 
the magazine called The Industry Insider, where each month we will 
be interviewing a professional in the photography industry. We’ve 

got a great lineup from manufacturers, product developers, pro-photographers, and more - it’s going to be an 
exciting addition to the magazine. The first “insider interview” is with our friend Mark Goldstein, the owner and 
editor of the popular UK site, PhotographyBLOG.

Another special feature for this month is our guest contributor and friend, Gareth Glynn Ash who not only 
gives us an excellent lesson on better concert photography, but also gives us music lovers a treat by introducing 
us to some really talented bands. I’ve included a special links section for all of the bands shown in Gareth’s 
photography, and I encourage you all to visit the various sites and check out some of the samples from these 
outstanding musical artists. Photography and great music - what a treat!

Ken Fagan is back with another editorial in his series, along with taking us on a trip to Italy in our Photography 
Around the World series. Ken has been a contributor to every single edition of the magazine since it first launched, 
and I thank you for your passion, your drive, and your commitment to the magazine.

Jon Ayres will be showing us how to get into the business of selling photos, and some of the pitfalls involved 
if you don’t do the proper research first! Jon has also been a contributing author over every issue to date, and I 
am grateful to have met you Jon. Your articles and photography have been a true inspiration to me, and I have 
learned so much from you that I cannot thank you enough.

John Ogden is back continuing his series on Lightroom, with a look at the top ten tips for Lightroom’s 
Develop Module, as demonstrated through his interviews with industry experts - the Lightroom A-Team!

Colin Bell from Creative Photobook (and our last month’s spotlight member) is back with a look at image 
histograms and how they can be useful to better our digital images. Thanks for joining us again Colin!

It’s a pleasure to also welcome back by dad, Euclid Seeram who has written a little announcement of the 
publication of an article which we co-authored. I have also contributed another Photoshop tutorial for your 
portrait retouching toolbox. I hope you all enjoy the one-year anniversary edition of the PhotographyBB 
Magazine Online. You’ve all made it a fantastic year, and it’s just the tip of the iceberg. Enjoy the magazine, and 
happy photographing!

 
Dave Seeram
Editor and Publisher
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Contributing Authors CREDITS

EDITORIAL:
Dave Seeram, Editor in Chief
Kenneth Fagan, Creative Concepts & Content
Victoria Sargsyan, Creative Concepts and Design
Priscilla Ko, Creative Concepts and Design

WEB TEAM:
Dave Seeram, Web Design & Publishing, Admin
Kenneth Fagan, Site Moderator, Challenges Admin
Victoria Sargsyan, Site Moderator
Chris, Site Moderator

PUBLISHING:
Dave Seeram, Publisher & Author
Jon Ayres, Contributing Writer
Kenneth Fagan, Contributing Writer, Proofreading
John Ogden, Contributing Writer
Fred McWilson, Contributing Writer
Jason Anderson, Contributing Writer

ON THE COVER:
Dave Seeram, Cover Layout and Design
Priscilla Ko, Cover Design & Consultation
Cover Image, Courtesy of Dave Seeram

HOW TO CONTACT PHOTOGRAPHYBB ONLINE:

If you would like to contact PhotographyBB Online, 
please email: magazine@photographybb.com or write:

PhotographyBB
#331 - 6540 Hastings St.
Burnaby, B.C. V5B 4Z5
CANADA

ARTICLE SUBMISSION:
To submit an article, or to request an article submission, 
please email magazine@photographybb.com with your 
name, email address, and a brief description of your 
article and ideas. We look forward to hearing from you.

DAVE SEERAM is the creator and administrator of the 
PhotographyBB Online Website, and the PhotographyBB 
Forums. Dave is also the Editor and Publisher of the 
PhotographyBB Online Magazine. Dave is a digital pho-
tography and Photoshop enthusiast, web and graphic 
designer. 

KENNETH FAGAN is a photographer extraordinaire 
based in Meath, in the Republic of Ireland.  Ken graduat-
ed with a professional Diploma in Photography from the 
Focal Point School for Visual Arts in Vancouver. Ken works 
with many camera formats including, 35mm pro digital 
and film SLRS, medium format, and 4x5 large format. 

JON AYRES is a digital photographer from the United 
States, now living in Moscow since August 2003. He 
enjoys photography, writing, and history. Jon has been 
involved in writing, digital art and photography for over 
thirty years and is a published author having several 
articles and photos published. 

COLIN BELL is an enthusiastic amateur photographer 
who works as a software developer for an environmental 
research institute. Colin shoots with a Canon EOS 350D 
and 40D. Colin is also a co-author of the Creative Photo-
Book (http://www.creativephotobook.co.uk) 

JOHN OGDEN is an award winning London based digital 
artist and photographer. John lectures on Photoshop CS3 
and Lightroom to adult learners in Further Education, is 
an Adobe Certified Instructor, and member of NAPP. 

GARETH GLYNN ASH is an active digital photographer 
specializing in concert photography. Through Gareth’s 
unique photographic style, he is always able to capture 
images that tell a story. Gareth’s blog is both fun and 
informative, and definitely one to bookmark. Check out 
his blog at http://thecelticcamera.blogspot.com

GUEST CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 

Mark Goldstein - Industry Insider Interview
Gareth Glynn Ash - Photography 101
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Why I Hate
Photographers...

Before you all start wondering why I 
hate photographers, well, the truth 
is that I don’t. However, what I do 

hate is the attitude some of them have 
towards the people on the other side of 
the lens. Being a photographer myself, 
I understand the need to be forward 
sometimes just to get ‘that’ shot but at 
the same time I know how far I can take 
it before my forwardness becomes an 
intrusion on somebody else’s privacy and 
personal space. Whether it’s on the street, 
at a party or wherever it is important not 
to shove your way in like a bull at a gate.

Unfortunately not all photographers 
seem to have learned the basic concept 
of good manners. How do I know this 
you may ask? It was only a few weeks ago 
when I was on the other side of the lens. 
I was out with my family for a meal and 
there was a photographer who happened 
to be working taking pictures for a 
birthday meal in the same function room 
he was doing the rounds of each table 
taking the family and so on. You couldn’t 
miss him even if you were blindfolded, 
a black jacket with a billboard sized 
canon badge across the back, needless 
to say he looked ridiculous but his style 
was even worse. He spent more time 
floostering with his camera, adjusting 
the flash and chimping, yes another on of 
those petulant chimpers. He should have 
been in there a half an hour before the 
party started and measured the light in 
every square metre of the place to avoid 
looking like he didn’t know his camera 
from a candlestick. But no, instead he 
was fooling around with f-stops, shutter 
speeds and possibly the cute waitress 
but I can’t prove anything about that.  
He eventually ended up at our table, and 
much to my irritation he was standing 
right next to me, not saying anything, just 

looking… looking… I was wondering if 
he wanted some of my potatoes or a kick 
to his gear bag. It seemed that he wasn’t 
going to speak up so I told him that we 
weren’t with the party and that we didn’t 
want any pictures. Normally this would 
get rid of someone like a chunk of steak 
would get rid of a rabid dog but I guess 
this guys bad manners illness was gone 
to far for him to hear me properly. 

At that stage I got the impression 
that he was lingering on for a sale, like 
a bonus family for a bonus photo job 
but that wasn’t before he labelled us as 
gatecrashers. At that stage my toes were 
beginning to curl and I was starting to 
imagine what he would look like with a 
camera attached to his wide posterior. 
I was outraged! I never met anyone so 
rude and pretentious. If I ever feel that I 
am becoming an obnoxious, egotistical 
elitist style photographer I will quit my 
job and become a milkman. I have a very 
short fuse for photographers who mask 
their poor skills behind a multi-thousand 
dollar SLR, for those who buy cameras 
and call themselves qualified. I have 
seen it many times before, there seems 
to be an acceptance for poor standard of 
workmanship once provided cheaply. If 
we allow photographers like the hero in 
the hotel to get the job there will be very 
little space left for you and me to get the 
job done right. 

 So, for those of you who think that 
to be a good photographer you need the 
best cameras, well you are wrong. The 
one thing that goes a very long way in 
people photography is good manners - it 
costs nothing

   - Kenneth Fagan

-An Editorial By Kenneth Fagan
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PhotographyBB Announcement

DAVE SEERAM PUBLISHED IN THE JOURNAL OF MEDICAL IMAGING AND RADIATION SCIENCES 
 - By Euclid Seeram

Dave Seeram has co-authored a technical 
paper with his Dad, Euclid Seeram, which 
they had published in the Journal of 

Medical Imaging and Radiation Sciences: http://
www.jmirs.org

The paper, “Image Postprocessing in 
Digital Radiology - A Primer for Technologists” 
was published in the March 2008 issue of this 
Journal.

The overall goal of the paper is to provide 
a comprehensive overview of digital image 
postprocessing operations particularly as used 
in Medical Imaging. More specifically, the paper 
outlined the elements of several major topics 
related to digital image processing. Such topics 
include the image domain concept (spatial 
location and frequency domain), classes of 
image postprocessing (image restoration, image 

analysis, image synthesis, image enhancement 
and image compression), the histogram and 
the Look-Up table (LUT), windowing as well 
as the convolution algorithm. In addition, 
examples of spatial frequency filtering was 
described.

Dave’s contribution focussed on Photoshop 
and its use in Medical Imaging with highlights 
on a new feature of Photoshop, the use of 
DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communication 
in Medicine) files. DICOM is a standard use 
for medical images. Dave also provided vivid 
examples of the processing a number of 
photographs using Photoshop and indicated 
ways by which this commercial software can 
be used in Medical Imaging Technologies. 

Submitted by Euclid Seeram, Medical Imaging Advanced 
Studies, British Columbia Institute of Technology, British 
Columbia, Canada
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Get Your Photos Published
What photographer has not had the idea of having 

their work published in a magazine or newspaper?  
Come on, admit it, we all have.  I think that is part 

of the human nature side of photography.  There is nothing 
like the thrill when you see your photo work published 
for the first time.  To be able to say, ‘I did this, I succeeded 
where so many others have failed, this is my work for the 
world to see,’ the thrill of success is a strong exhilaration 
and ecstasy. I know first hand about this, it is always great 
to succeed, especially in a field like this where failures 
outnumber successes.  

If you think about it, it really makes no difference at all 
at what kind of photographs you take because more than 
likely somewhere there is a magazine all about just what 
you’re photographing.  Everything from a macro photo of 
two ants fighting to that high-rise skyscraper downtown 
to that landscape photo of the Swiss Alps you took on 
your last vacation, to a lonely old abandoned schoolhouse 
in the country.  Somewhere in the world there could be 
a magazine or newspaper willing to use your photo and 
maybe even pay you for it.  Nobody knows the actual 

number of magazines and newspapers published in the 
world today, One figure I saw says the number of magazines 
is likely more than 200,000, with 100’s of new magazines 
weekly, just to give you an approximate idea since in some 
countries no exact number is possible to guess.  Now add 
to this the number of newspapers and online magazines 
in publication to this figure and that really opens up some 
doors to possibilities of getting your work published.  
There are not too many things in life today that you can 
not find a publication about either in print of as an online 
publication.  Just like everything else in life, there is an easy 
way and a hard way of doing things.  I am going to share 
with you some of what I have found to make one of the 
hardest things for a photographer and writer to accomplish 
a little easier, getting your work published.  Yes, the thrill of 
success is a powerful aphrodisiac; all you have to do is have 
the courage to try.

Getting your work published can be one of the hardest 
things a photographer can do, even an in-high-demand well 
paid local pro wedding photographer can find themselves 
being rejected by the editor of Modern Bride magazine.  

Getting Your Work Published: It can be Easy if You Put Some Effort Into It - by Jon D. Ayres

How to
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Magazine editors can be some of the hardest and 
strangest creatures to work with sometimes, believe 
me I know, I’ve dealt with many editors.  That is just 
a fact of life in the publishing field, so right off you 
need to be prepared for dealing with sometimes not 
very nice and very demanding people.  Do not get me 
wrong, some editors can be very nice, helpful and give 
helpful suggestions to you.  I’ve even had a couple 
recommend to me other publications to send my work 
to.  There are many more wise and decent editors you 
can work with who will respond to your proposals and 
let you know something about whether they can use 
your work and many will even give you helpful advice.  
However, if you can not deal with rejection (and there 
will be many), you really should not even try submitting 
your photos.

Ok, first you have to take a good and honest look 
at your photos.  Who will your photos appeal to?  I 
know, all our photos all appeal to everyone, but editors 
will see it differently.  I mean your dog photos will not 
appeal to a cat lover, your hunting 
and fishing photos will not appeal 
to an animal rights extremist 
rag, or your photos of your kid’s 
birthday party to readers of 
‘Soldier of Fortune’ magazine.  So 
look at your photos honestly and 
decide ‘just who does this photo 
appeal to?’  Next after you have honestly looked at 
you photos, picked out your absolutely best photos 
and decided where their strongest appeal lies, your 
next step is locating magazines and submitting your 
photos.  

The internet is just like on giant library, you can 
find information on just about everything on the 
internet.  Do a search on Google for magazine photo 
guidelines and you get about 12,400,000 links, now 
narrow your search down; let’s say travel magazines, 
about 39,700,000 links.  You can narrow it even further, 
travel magazines featuring the southern United States, 
about 74,200 links.  Of course you have to weed out 
what’s relevant to your needs, but the internet is a 
great resource for writers and photographers.  I enjoy 
making my own photography manuals from web pages 
on the internet I save as pdf files using Adobe Acrobat, 
some of my manuals on certain photography subjects 
are over 1000 pages long.  Here’s an example of a great 
link I found while looking for travel magazines once,  
a great example of how some editors go out of their 
way to help writers and photographers. 50+ Travel 
Magazines That Want To Publish Your Writing  http://
www.bravenewtraveler.com/2007/07/09/50-travel-
magazines-that-want-to-publish-your-writing/    
The editor could have said publish your writing and 
photos, since many magazines also want photos too, 

but it’s a list of travel magazines links that this editor 
knows about and also links submitted by readers.  
There are many pages like this depending on what 
type of magazine you’re looking for.

After you have found a few magazines that 
reflect the type of photos you take, make sure you 
read the writers and photographers guidelines.  You 
can take photos as great as celebrity photographer 
Annie Leibovitz, but unless you follow the magazine’s 
guidelines, you’ll be rejected.  I can not stress this 
enough, follow and do exactly what the magazine’s 
guidelines tell you to do, especially if you’re looking 
to make a little cash along with the thrill.  If they want 
you to submit a query letter or proposal letter first, 
then do it.  You may need to make sure your photos 
are a certain resolution, certain size, certain format, 
make sure you follow the guidelines completely and 
to the letter.  You have to consider the fact the millions 
of people want to see their photos in magazines and 
newspapers, so you can easily guess that this field is 

very competitive.  I would guess 
that your average magazine editor 
receives daily on average of 500 to 
1500 article and photo submissions 
daily with very popular magazine 
editors receiving a few thousand 
submissions daily.  You can believe 
that those submissions that do 

not follow the magazine’s guidelines are automatically 
thrown in the thrash by most magazine editors.  Follow 
a magazine’s submission guidelines to the letter if you 
do not want the magazines door slammed on your 
foot.  

Take time to look through a few issues of the 
magazine; this will give you an idea of what the 
magazine’s readership is, its ages grouping, and what 
the magazine is interested in.  Take note of what type 
of articles the magazine has and what type of photos 
it needs.  Be honest with yourself - Do your photos fit 
in well with the content of the magazine?  Take time to 
learn what the magazine wants and needs.  

This part can be a touchy subject with some 
professional photographers, today many magazines 
want to see a portfolio of previous published work.  
Some photographers, in order to try get a thrill out 
of seeing their work published, will offer magazines 
their photos for free.   I can understand the anger some 
professional photographers and photo journalists have 
over the thrill seeker photographer who’s willing to give 
away their photos so they can see them in a magazine.  
Here is my take on this situation.  If I have to purchase 
a magazine, then why should a magazine not purchase 
my photos and articles?  I mean let’s face it, the editor 
and magazine staffs wish to be paid for their work, I’m 

Follow a magazine’s submission 
guidelines to the letter if you do 

not want the magazines door 
slammed on your foot....
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no different, and I want to be paid for my hard work 
too.  If you want to build your published portfolio, there 
are now many excellent free e-magazines on various 
subjects in which you can build a very impressive 
published portfolio.  This e-magazine, PhotographyBB 
Online Magazine is an excellent example.  Dave 
Seeram, the editor of PhotographyBB has put together 
a free online pdf photography magazine that is one of 
the best photography magazines of its type around 
today.  I see nothing wrong with offering my work for 
free to a pdf or online publication that is offered for 
free to the public.  It’s a great way to get your work 
out for public viewing and you never can tell who may 
take notice of your work and contributions.  Plus it’s a 
great way to share your knowledge with others which 
to me is as much satisfaction as seeing my work in 
print.  You can find free online pdf magazines of many 
types covering many subjects and many are seeking 
writers and photographers to make submissions.  It’s a 
great way to get yourself published, you can help with 
a magazine covering something you enjoy, you can 
build your published portfolio and your not shafting 
any professional photographer or photojournalist 
by offering free work.  A good resource for finding 
pdf online magazines to make submissions to is pdf-
mags.com  almost everything about pdf magazines 
http://www.pdf-mags.com/  There are plenty of pdf 
magazines to download from their web pages and 
make submissions to.  This leads to another way to get 
your photos published, by writing articles to go along 
with your photos.

Most magazines today will pay closer attention at 
publishing your photos if you also include an article 
you have written or pages from magazines with your 
photos.  Articles and photos compliment each other 
and magazine editors’ love getting good articles and 
photos to go along with the article.  A magazine might 
find photos on some stock photo service, but they will 
not find photos and an article to go along with them 
on any stock site.  I enjoy writing and photography 
and for me the two compliment each other very well.  
You have to write on a subject you know well or have 
information about, then have the photos to support 
the article.  For example, you’re out crappie fishing, 
catching a boat load and some nice big crappies.  You 
take some photos of the larger nicer crappies, maybe 
the lures or bait your using, scenes of where you are 
fishing.  Why not write an article for a sporting magazine 
like “Outdoor Life” or “Field and Stream” about 
whopper crappie fishing on Lake Wallow Wallo and 
submit your best photos.   You should read the writer’s 
submission guidelines and follow them exactly.  Photos 
by themselves or an article by itself have a harder time 
passing through the selection process, but well written 
interesting articles along with good photos do catch 
the eye of editors, even if they do not select your work, 

they will remember you.  With 200,000 paid magazines 
in print today and 1000s of free online magazines, your 
options for being published are endless.

Often time’s magazines will hold photo contests.  
Sometimes the winnings can be great, a couple of 
thousand dollar camera kit, a few thousand dollars 
I’ve even seen travel magazines offer paid two week 
vacations to some European or exotic location.  Often 
times the winnings are only seeing you photo in 
publication and there is nothing wrong with that, 
magazines like Popular Photography, Digital Camera, 
What Camera and National Geographic all hold contests 
like these.  JPG Magazine is almost only various photo 

contest winners the magazine holds.  But beware, make 
sure you read the fine print carefully, some magazines 
like National Geographic require the winners give up 
all rights to their photo.  Winning photos belong to 
National Geographic to use as they see fit at any time 
they wish.  Kind of a low price to pay for a photo good 
enough to be in National Geographic, one of the top 
selling magazines around and a lot who enter the NG 
photo contests do not even know that if they win, they 
surrender all rights to the photo.  Entering contests 
is fun, but always read the fine print first, know what 
you’re getting into.

Of course you can also choose to self publish your 
own work yourself.  When I first got involved in writing 
and selling my photos, self publishing was more or less 
looked upon as a no-no by most published writers.  
Because there were so many rip-off Print on Demand 
publishers, they say they will publish your book at an 
outlandish price, and then force you to buy so many 
copies.  Then if you wanted to sell your books, you had 
to carry them to the bookstores yourself.  One POD rip-
off publisher would even accept books for publication 
where this one author did nothing but one single letter 
typed through the book; just one single letter over and 
over throughout 100 plus pages.  Another author had 
his 2 year old daughter and 3 year old son write stories 
and draw pictures, neither knew how to write or spell 
much, these authors did this just to show that this 
POD operation was not what it claimed to be, but still 
people’s vanity cause them to fall for such rip-off artists. 
They play on people’s vanity and tell them that they 
are a legit publisher.  But if you do not fall for these rip 
off publishers and go with a legit operation, you can 
have a book you’re proud of, for yourself, your family 
and friends.  I am currently working on a book myself, 

Entering contests is fun, but 
always read the fine print first, 
know what you’re getting into.
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“My Photographic Journey Through Moscow.”  I will 
offer copies of my book for sale through the publisher, 
but that is not my main goal to make money, I want a 
book to show what I have seen and where I have been 
for myself and my family mainly.  This is where self 
publishing serves a legit purpose, not that hogwash, 
promises of making money selling your stories, say 
you’re a publish author, “become a best selling author” 
trash these rip-off POD try and say.  

Self published magazines have a better reputation 
and acceptance among writers and publishers.  
Most self published magazines are done because of 
somebody’s interest, enjoyment or love of something.  
They are published to share with others an interest 
and enjoyment of something.  Take PhotographyBB 
Online Magazine, its editor Dave Seeram, takes time 
from his busy job, family and other day to day things 
to publish a magazine one a subject he enjoys a lot, 
photography.  I think if you were to ask Dave why he 
published PhotographyBB magazine he would say he 
does it because he not only enjoys photography and 
wants to share not only his enjoyment and knowledge 
with other photographers, but also learn from other 
photographers also.  Of course I can not speak for 
Dave, but I think I’m pretty close to why Dave publishes 
his magazine, pretty much for the same reasons I write 
for PhotographyBB, I enjoy it and I enjoy learning from 
the magazine also.  But self-published magazines are 
a great way to break into publishing either by writing 
and sharing your knowledge with others or sharing 
you photographs.

A final word, submitting photographs and articles 
to magazines and newspapers is a very competitive 
business and rejection is part of the game.  Your 
rejections will outnumber your acceptance, especially 
in the beginning.  Some photographers and writes go 
two or three years before making their first accepted 
submission that pays, it’s all part of the game.  The 
biggest mistake is giving up, start small like making 
submissions to some of the free online pdf magazine 
like PhotographyBB and build up your published works 
portfolio.  Believe me, there is nothing like the thrill 
of seeing your work published, it’s not easy and you 
will not always be successful.  But when you succeed, 
you will rightfully feel proud about your achievement 
and passing on your skills and knowledge to others.  
And who knows, you could very well pickup a little 
extra money along the way.  Being able to say, ‘I’m a 
published photographer or writer,’ well, I think that 
says it all.  It’s an elite club that not many get to join, 
but you can if you choose to try and never give up.  The 
biggest reason many do not join is they never try and if 
they do, they give up too soon, all you have to do is try 
and never give up to join the club known as I’ve been 
published. Cathedral of the Resurrection - Photo by Jon D. Ayres

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Jon D. Ayres. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Photography Around the World
PhotographyBB Online Magazine is pleased to launch our first issue with a 
fabulous and stunning photo-tour of one of the most fascinating cities in 
the world - Moscow. Jon Ayres takes us on a streetwalking tour of the city, 
with some interesting historical facts and of course, amazing photos!

Photography Around the World
Each month, the PhotographyBB Online Magazine takes you around the 
globe for a fascinating photographic exploration of different lands and 
cultures which enrich our beautiful planet. Join us as we travel the world, 
and become inspired by the photographic glory of far away places.

SKIING IN ITALY: KENNETH FAGAN’S THIRD ATTEMPT! - By Kenneth Fagan

With the heavy weight of the current world 
recession bearing its burden down on almost 
all of us, I was quite relieved to get away from 

all the doom and gloom even if it was only for a week. 

It was an early start at 3:15AM, the sun does not 
even contemplate appearing for at least another few 
hours at that stage. I suppose it is a small price to pay 
when you manage to get a rock bottom price plane 
ticket. On the way to the airport the only sign of life was 

a few Lorries and some road workers hosing down and 
cleaning traffic cones along the motorway. Everywhere 
seemed to be in a quiet, peaceful slumber and I could 
feel the weight of the stresses of everyday life lifting 
from my shoulders and for the first time in a long time 
I had a clear, positive perspective on the future. Never 
before had I such a feeling of content, even though I 
knew that everything would be back to normal with 
a bang a week later but one should always treasure 
the small moments in life that brings you happiness. 
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In this day and age with all the grief about money and 
the economy it is important to keep the head up and 
look into the future no matter how bleak it may seem 
at present.

Upon arrival at the airport, the place was 
surprisingly busy for the small hours of the morning. In 
all there were eight of us and we were all heading to a 
small ski resort high up in the Italian Alps called Passo 
Del Tonale for a week of skiing.  The flight was rough to 
say the least, the plane sounded like the engines were 
held on with parcel tape to a pair of chicken wings 
that flapped every now and then. I guess that is one of 
the luxuries of a cheap flight, getting to fly in a vomit 
comet is about as fancy as an economy flight gets at 
the best of times. 

After we landed at the Brescia airport, Italy, a two 
and a half hour bus ride ensued from the airport to the 
resort. I happen to like long scenic bus rides; I find them 
relaxing and a great way to see the countryside so I 
didn’t mind the travel at all. Even after the many hours 
of travel it was still relatively early in the afternoon 
when we arrived in Tonale, about 2pm if I remember 

correctly. Tonale is a ski resort about 1880m above 
sea level so to say it was a bit cold would be quite 
the understatement. It seldom got any warmer than 
0˚C but once you wrapped up well the cold wasn’t a 
problem. We got a great deal on a hotel in the village; 
the week cost so little for accommodation, breakfast 
and dinner that I was sceptical about the quality of 
the hotel, but I was quite surprised once I saw it for 
real. The rooms were a decent size, the staff were 
very friendly, though my only two hang-ups were the 
sometimes dodgy dinner menu and the tiny matchbox 
bathroom, but other than that you couldn’t have asked 
for much better. The best part of the hotel was that 
the bedroom window could be opened - Since I was 
sharing with my older brother and cousin, the smell of 
a days skiing was bound to build up after a while so for 
the sake of the rest of the hotel guests a daily window 
opening period of one hour was implemented to help 
quell any odour that built up. Of course such a practice 
saved needless suffocation from the smell of wet socks 
and used thermal base layers. Although naturally 
enough, complacency of the whole window opening 
project began to creep in after about the second day 
but nobody died in the end. 
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Once the whole hotel check in operation was 
complete it was time to hire us some skis and boots for 
the week. Finding the rental shop was fine, but it was 
the labouring task of finding the right boot that turned 
out to be a bit of a pain. The shop was one of those 
back- hole basement type set ups with an old bench, 
an unfriendly manager and what I thought was a child 
for a ski technician, constantly seeking advice from his 
sour faced mentor. They could speak as little English 
as we could Italian so the whole language barrier issue 
as always caused some problems. The shop was very 
disorganised with no assistance to know whether you 

have the right boot, the left boot or even the wrong 
boot; as any skier will know, boots are of very high 
importance to get right. Eventually with a little bit of 
what I believed to be self convincing we all found the 
proper boots, once you have the right boots finding 
the skis is a doddle I suppose you could say. After all the 
boot drama, the eight of us embarked on a torturous 
journey back to the garage (where your skis and boots 
are stored) of the hotel, each of us carrying a pair of ski 
boots, skis and ski poles; a task which could be likened 
to carrying a potato sack full of wet sponges.

Once the hotel and the ski gear were sorted it was 
time to kick back for the evening and really begin the 
holiday. Of course a few drinks is the standard issue for 
kicking off a ski trip, a sort of pre-ski refreshment. What I 
learned from previous ski trips was not to go to mad on 
the old alcohol as it makes the skiing and getting up in 
the morning that bit more strenuous. So the Saturday 
evening of our arrival called for a nice game of scrabble 
over a few beers. I love scrabble and I love beer so the 
two connected flawlessly together almost as if they 
were made for each other. Any time I get cocky playing 
Scrabble all the letters come out of the bag all wrong, 
all vowels with barely a consonant in sight. I think the 
best word I got that night was Leo, which in fact turned 
out to be not a word at all. Following the scrabble it was 
time to have a round of Yahtzee; all eight of us around 
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a table throwing dice. Needless to say I didn’t win at 
that either! Even though it wasn’t the best games night 
I ever had it was a great way to start the trip.

Sunday meant the beginning of ski school. Unlike 
ski schools of previous trips that took the whole day, 
the lessons in Tonale were only two hours long which 
meant that there was plenty of time to go skiing with 
my ski buddies instead of getting whipped by an 
instructor all day long. Sundays ski school began at 
2pm so we had enough time in the morning to get a 
bit of skiing in ourselves, or so we thought. 

Our hotel garage was a good twenty-five minutes 
walk from the school meeting area, decked out in our 

ski boots you could feel every minute of that journey. 
It was our intention to find a garage closer to the ski 
school but it didn’t work out because we were turned 
down from about three garages because we had hired 
our gear from a different store. With all that, it meant a 
long to-and-fro trudge daily but it wasn’t long before 
we found out that a free bus stopped outside our hotel 
and took us straight to the ski school each morning.

Once everything began to fall into place we could 
finally get our first ski run in. We a kind of threw ourselves 
in at the deep end by doing a red run (red slopes are 
intermediate or relatively steep slopes, blacks are the 
fastest and steepest slopes while blue slopes have a 
less steep gradient than a red run). I managed to keep 
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my falling to a minimum of two (or maybe three) times.  
We also got in a few blue runs and by then it was time 
to find a place to eat.

We found a pizzeria that was clean and had a bit 
of class to it, both of which are not all that common 
at ski resorts, but hidden at the bottom of the slopes 
was a gem of a restaurant selling good food at good 
prices. The atmosphere was pleasant in the place but 
the amusing part of it was our waiter. A friendly chap 
who couldn’t help but flirt with the boys, one of those 
flamboyant characters who did his job and made you 
feel welcome even though we dragged snow in all over 
the place. In any case Sunday afternoon came and so 

did the first ski class. It didn’t begin immediately as 
each of us had to do a run down a blue slope to be 
analysed and then put into the appropriate ski class. I 
ended up in class with my cousin, I was happy with that 
because it’s good to know someone in your group and 
it makes things a little easier. We had a sort of a mixed 
group, all of them apart from me and my cousin were 
from the UK, which is common since they always put 
English speakers together which is understandable. 
They consisted of three or four women and a child. The 
kid was quite the skier but I wasn’t too fond of the fact 
that he kept jumping ahead of everyone in the group 
when there would be a ski train going on. It wasn’t 
because I didn’t like to be overtaken by a kid, it was 
merely because he never kept his position, however, 
after a week I almost got used to it.

The first hard day of skiing also meant the first 
day of Après Ski. Après Ski for the uninitiated is a term 
used for going for a few drinks after skiing. It doesn’t 
necessarily mean one or two drinks, some like to get 
hopelessly drunk so drunk in fact that they may not 
even get back to the hotel in time for dinner. That 
didn’t mean that I refrained from having two or three 
before dinner. Dinner in the hotel was a mix between a 
little bit of nasty and reasonably edible, well to be fair 
it wasn’t all that bad although there was the occasional 
evening where they got our orders a little arseways. 
Six of my ski compatriots ordered beef while me and 
another ordered some liver. I love liver but for some 
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reason not many others seem to like liver. Once the 
dinner lady (she cleaned our hotel rooms impeccably 
also) came out with the silver plated trays, there was 
something wrong; I got beef, which turned out to 
be pork while the other six got liver. There was some 
swopping and changing but eventually I got my liver 
as did my other friend but the beef eaters had to settle 
for a small ration of meat each, all was well because we 
got some fabulously delicious chopped roast potatoes 
so I was happy.

Monday brought some thick fog to the mountains, 
so thick in fact that I could barely see beyond my 
goggles. It was bitterly cold at about -12˚C but the 
sharp wind burned against my face until I lost all 
feeling in my chin. The thick fog made for some very 
interesting ski conditions and I suppose you could say 
I learned a lot about control of my skis that day. Control 
is something that I had a problem with on my previous 
two ski trips except those times I mixed up my out of 
control speed with ideas of ski perfection. This time 
though I knew that I was probably a pretty nutty skier 
so my priority was control over speed and not vice 
versa. The intense fog of a Monday afternoon on the 
mountains of Passo Tonale meant it was the perfect 
opportunity so begin skiing sensibly. There is nothing 
worse than a lunatic being let loose on the ski slopes. 
I was managing ok, wasn’t falling very much except 

for the occasional wrong turn and wobble. Sometimes 
those wobbles would translate into a fall and mean 
a mouthful of soft snow (thankfully all white snow), 
despite my habit of being usually on the receiving end 
of bad luck! Monday was a rather successful day for my 
ski development so I finished the day off with a pint 
or two of the finest with my other ski compatriots and 
made the trip back to the hotel to hang up my boots 
until Tuesday. 

After Monday’s low visibility, Tuesday was a 
beautiful sunny day; it didn’t take long for the morning 
sun to burn a hole in the remaining fog and clear it off 
to reveal a beautiful deep blue sky. My many layers of 
protection from the cold meant that I was beginning 
to cook from the heat from the sun and the reflecting 
light from the snow, it was better than a frozen face all 
the same though.

Monday morning’s snowfall by Tuesday lay lumpy 
and bumpy on the ground, moving through areas of 
deep and compacted snow was tricky for the amateurs 
like me but I got through it like a real ‘pro’ (or so I 
thought!).

For lunch on Tuesday we decided to try somewhere 
different (besides, most of us were craving some 
red meat, namely a large slab of steak). Again, the 
quality of the food was top notch and laziness had 
got the better of us. Since our ski school was over by 
lunchtime the norm of a one hour break was extended 
to a two hour break. I am not one to take long breaks 
but relaxing is an essential ingredient to survival. By 
lunchtime though the sun was quickly consumed by 
a rather thick blanket of fog, within ten minutes there 
was no sign of the mountains in the background or the 
blue sky and the sun just disappeared. That didn’t stop 
us from getting a nice afternoon of skiing in though. 
I’m not one to wimp my way through Après Ski but 
Tuesday had taken its toll I needed the refreshing sugar 
of a cola instead of a tiring properties of alcohol. I was 
really tired, not a tired from a hard day of skiing but 
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a run-down sort of tired. You know where your head 
feels like a punch-bag and you have about as much 
energy as a three toed sloth. By eight that evening my 
throat felt like someone stuck a nail through it. It just 
hit me while I was losing yet another game of scrabble; 
I knew I was off form because my scoring was more 
dire than normal. I scarpered up to my room to look for 
some medication, like a godsend from heaven I found 
my last 600mg painkiller, it knocked the pain right out 
but it also meant that I looked like a doped up druggie 
while starting a fresh game of Yahtzee. Afterwards 
a bar was no place for me so I thought it best to get 
at least eight hours of sleep and let everyone else go 
off and have fun without me. By the morning I was 
feeling much better but still a little sluggish, I wasn’t 
going to let my feeling unwell stop me from having a 
good time. Wednesday happened to be one of the best 
days for skiing, there was no fresh snow and the piste 
bashers done a good job of making things nice for me 
and the rest of the skiers. All was going very well until 
late afternoon when I and my classmate cousin went 
out for a few runs with our more advanced ski buddies 
down some red slopes.

The slopes were covered in moguls (bumpy areas 
of snow from over skiing) so I my knees suffered a 
pounding but eventually I began to get the knack 
of avoiding the bumps and skiing between the lines 
so to speak. I did have one spectacular incident that 
afternoon, a rather stupid one at that too. We were 
crossing one slope through a tunnel to ski down 
another, the exit from the tunnel picked up speed 
rather quickly and before I knew it I was on a crest, 
which I was supposed to angle up the mountain, 
but instead I turned down the mountain too soon. 
Hurtling straight down the red slope at about 50 k/ph 
(at least it felt like that) from half way up I knew that 
if I tried to turn sharp try to stop at the speed I was 
going I would probably cause myself a lot of injury. 
My main priority at that stage was to avoid all other 
skiers on the mountain, which was easy because there 
was nobody ahead. I made it down, a little shaken but 
rather proud that I stayed up and managed to regain 
some control although I wasn’t too happy with myself 
because its not something that is wise to do, whether 
it be accidental or on purpose. I didn’t let the whole 
episode phase me so it was back up the mountain to 
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do it all again the right way. 

Thursday was another excellent day for skiing but 
that evening and into the early hours of Friday morning 
was where the fun of pub crawling, ski style was. It all 
started in a bar, just the lads (the ladies of our team 
opted to stay away from us for a while), but we made 
ourselves at home in the corner of a pub watching 
on the TV, a voluptuous female poker player show off 
more than just her skill at playing cards. That activity 
lasted about two pints before we moved on and met 
back in with the ladies of our ski team. A snowball fight 
ensued on the main street of Passo del Tonale and 
needless to say I came out the worse for wear. By the 
time we got to the next bar I was covered from head to 
toe in fresh snow. It was snowing down pretty heavy at 
the time; within an hour about four inches of snow had 
fallen. Our second and final bar to visit that night (not 
much of a pub crawl I know) was to a sort of gaming 
bar that had board games and the usual pub games 
that anyone could pick up and play. A game of Jenga 
was on the cards. We had picked up a Scottish couple 
from our hotel so in all we had ten people including 
myself playing Jenga. It was about fifteen years since I 

last played Jenga and for those of you who have played 
it will know how exciting it can be to play. We spent 
about an hour on one single game and by near the end 
of it when the tower is high and off balance none of us 
wanted to be the one to pull out the wrong block. It 
may not sound like fun from reading about it here but 
like many things you would have to have been there.

Afterwards at about 2am Friday morning the snow 
was still falling heavily. By first light next morning 
about twelve to sixteen inches of snow had fallen. 
Being the final day of or ski trip, we were hoping to 
get a good few runs in on the day but the snow kept 
coming until about 4 pm that evening. In the mean 
time the ski school as usual began at 11 am, but the ski 
conditions were next to impossible, some slopes were 
compacted by the piste bashers but a lot was almost 
like off piste conditions. It was really hard work but 
we all got through it. By lunchtime the snow was so 
deep we were down to a walking pace with our skis, 
occasionally getting stuck more than knee deep in 
snow. Many of the lifts at that stage were closed due to 
the conditions and it put an early finish to our skiing. 
All we could do was head for a long lunch and then 
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return with our skis to the shop where we hired them. 
I wasn’t disappointed because it wasn’t too much of a 
mark on or trip. It was a fun week of skiing so I didn’t 
mind having to finish early, I was happy regardless. 

The adverse weather meant that it was touch and 
go as to whether we would even get off the mountain, 
as the police had threatened to close the roads because 
they weren’t sure if they were passable or not. We were 
due to get a bus from out hotel back to the airport in 
Brescia at around 4:30am Saturday morning. The snow 
as I mentioned earlier, stopped in the early evening, 
leaving enough time for the roads to be cleared. Half 
of me was happy to be getting home but the other 
half of me wanted to stay for just one more night. We 
spent the rest of Friday evening playing our Scrabble 
and Yahtzee over beers. It was a fun yet relaxing way of 
finishing off the trip. We were all well pooped anyway 
at that stage so we didn’t mind another night in the 
hotel bar.

So came Saturday morning, the final leg... the home 
straight. The much anticipated ski holiday of 2009 was 
over. I have only great memories form Passo del Tonale 
and I believe they will stick with me for a long time to 
come or at least until my next ski trip.  Of the three ski 
holidays I have taken Tonale was by far the best one, 
the skiing was great, the slopes were great and the 
food was good but the company was fantastic. Oh and 
I learned to ski a little better too. All limbs intact!

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Kenneth Fagan. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Photographic Food for Thought
Photographers of all genres face various issues from time to time. Sometimes 
they are controversial, sometimes philosophical, and sometimes scientific. 
The Photographic Food for Thought column will explore these various issues, 
giving us all something to think about the next time we are out shooting.

UNDERSTANDING HISTOGRAMS - By Colin Bell

This month, Colin Bell from Creative PhotoBook (and our last month’s spotlight member) joins us to give us some 
insight into the Histogram. Histograms are especially useful in bringing proper contrast and adjusting tonal 
ranges in digital photography, although to the beginner they may be a tad intimidating. Once you learn how to 
read your histogram, you will be encouraged you to think about your images from a different perspective, both 
when shooting the image as well as in post processing. Histograms are this month’s food for thought!

Histograms are one of the most useful tools that a digital photographer has at his disposal – both on the 
camera while taking and reviewing your pictures, and also during post processing on the computer.  But 
before we get onto histograms, let’s look at a few other terms related to a concept called tonal range.

Tonal Range, Shadows, Midtones and Highlights

Tonal range is a term used to describe the range of brightness levels in an image from the darkest to the lightest.  
For many pictures (but not all) you want this to cover the full range possible from jet black to brilliant white.  If it 
does not, then the image can look flat.  Look at these two black and white photographs - the one on the right has 
the greater tonal range as it has blacker blacks and whiter whites.

 

Photographers use the terms shadows, midtones and highlights when talking about different parts of the tonal 
range.  The darker parts of the image are referred to as the shadows, the lighter colours as highlights, and the ones 
somewhere in the middle (mid-greys) are the midtones.  Some of the tools you will come across in Photoshop allow 
you to apply the effect / brushstroke to just one of these three regions of the tonal range.  For example to create 
a more dramatic black and white landscape, you may want to selectively darken just the shadows using the burn 
tool.
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Histograms

A histogram is a visual way of representing the tonal range of an image.  It is simply a graph that shows you the 
full tonal range along the horizontal axis – blacks/dark tones on the left through to whites/light tones on the right).  
The number of pixels at each point in the tonal range is indicated by the height of the graph.

Most digital cameras have the option to display histograms, as do all decent photo editing packages (you may 
need to turn on the histogram palette or window to see this).  It can be used to show you whether the image is under 
or overexposed and whether you are exploiting the full tonal range that’s possible in the image.  What it can’t do 
is tell you whether the image looks good as sometimes an image needs to be over or under-exposed to create the 
desired effect.  So use histograms as a guide to help you and not to govern all the decisions you make.

Here are some examples to get you used to looking at them.  I’ve included a black to white gradient underneath 
each graph to remind you that the horizontal axis corresponds to the tonal range.

 
This histogram shows a reasonably good tonal 
range.  There is a gap at the right (shown in red) 
indicating that there are no bright whites in the 
image but this can easily be corrected by either 
increasing the exposure (if you are seeing this on 
your camera histogram) or using the levels tool 
available in most image manipulation software.
 

This histogram shows a gap at the dark end of 
the tonal range indicating a lack of deep blacks in 
the image.  It also shows a peak at the right edge 
- a sign that some of the highlights have turned 
completely white (burnt out) and therefore lost all 
detail.  This is a typical of an image which has been 
over exposed.  Correct this by either reducing the 
exposure (smaller aperture or faster shutter speed) 
or using the levels tool.
 

This one shows a gap at both ends of the histogram 
meaning that the scene was probably quite low 
in contrast to start with.  Although this might 
accurately show what was taken, you can stretch 
out the histogram to cover the whole tonal range 
to give a more vibrant image (as shown in the boat 
pictures at the beginning of this article).
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The histograms on the previous page show the range of luminance values in the image.  Although this is great for 
checking the general exposure of an image, it is sometimes useful to be able to look at the histograms for individual 
colour channels.  All good imaging software should enable you to do this.

The images below show the separate RGB histogram from Adobe Camera RAW (part of Photoshop) on the left 
and Paint Shop Pro on the right.  As all three colour channels are shown on one graph, the combined colour is shown 
where two overlap, and white where all three overlap.  The Paint Shop Pro histogram has the added flexibility of 
being able to display histograms for hue, saturation, lightness and greyscale (another name for luminance).

    

Regions where an individual colour channel have become clipped lose all texture in that colour.  However if the 
other 2 channels have not been clipped, some luminance texture may remain.

On the Photoshop histogram, you will notice two small triangles in the upper left and right corners.  These are 
the shadow and highlight clipping warnings.  If they are anything other than black, then it means at least one of the 
colour channels has been clipped.

Using the Histogram while shooting

All digital cameras have some form of histogram display and it is a great tool to see if you are fully exploiting the 
dynamic range of your image sensor.  If, when you review a picture you’ve just taken, you see a big gap at one end 
of the histogram, it means you are throwing away part of your potential tonal range.  For many pictures, an ideal 
histogram covers the full range with a peak somewhere in the middle.  Of course if it was as easy as just looking at 
a histogram to check the exposure, the camera would get it right all the time, and we’d never need to switch the 
camera out of the full auto modes.

Non-Standard Histograms

Try this experiment – put the camera into auto mode and take a picture of a white piece of paper, a grey card 
and a piece of black paper or material.  If possible, use even lighting (e.g. outdoors in the shade).  How will they come 
out?  Here’s a set I prepared earlier:  

                    White paper                                                           Grey card                                                   Black Material

Is it what you expected?  The camera has chosen different exposures for each image so that they all appear as 
mid-grey.  These images are genuine photographs taken in aperture priority mode and taken out of focus to hide 
texture differences.  They were also desaturated so that slight hue differences do not distract from the point being 
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illustrated.  The histogram for these images will appear as a single spike 
somewhere near the middle of the histogram (left).

 
There are times however when you do not want an average histogram 

– the ‘correct’ exposure may require the histogram to be biased either 
to the right (a brighter image) or the left (a darker image).  A classic 
example is a snow covered landscape.  You probably want the snow to 
come out looking fairly white, but as you saw above with the photo of 

the white piece of paper, this 
doesn’t happen automatically.  
When you look at the histogram 
for the snow scene, you want it 
to have a larger proportion of 
the graph in the upper half, and 
to achieve this, you will need to 
overexpose your image (using 
exposure compensation or 
manual mode).  The example 
below (sorry it’s not a great 
image) shows the camera’s auto 
exposure on the left, and the 
overexposed image on the right 
- the latter being much closer to 
what I was seeing. (Histograms 
for these two images are shown 
below the image.

 
   
    

Image Manipulations Using Histograms

Many standard types of image manipulation 
rely heavily on being able to see the histogram.  
For example when using the Levels adjustment, 
it is important to see the histogram so you 
know how far to move the input sliders.  In 
the example below, there is a gap on the 
right side of the histogram indicating a lack of 
bright highlights in the image.  Therefore the 
highlight slider (the little white triangle) has 
been moved to the left to increase the tonal 
range in the image. 

 
A word of warning though - if you are 

heavily manipulating images (especially JPEGs), 
you might start to see gaps or regular spikes 
in the histogram (see image below showing 

the Histogram palette in Paint Shop Pro).  This manifests itself as 
patches of colour in the photograph rather than smooth continuous 
tones so tread carefully when you see this effect appearing in the 
histogram.  It’s also a big give away when someone tells you they 
never manipulate their image in post processing!
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A Diversion : Luminance and Lightness - What’s the Difference?
Although these terms are often used interchangeably, they are not the same.  Lightness is the average value of the 
three colour channels.  The following simple 3 colour image (consisting of pure red, green and blue) would give a 
lightness histogram with a single peak in the middle.
 

Luminance represents brightness as perceived by the human eye which is more sensitive to green light than to red 
or blue.  To calculate the luminance value, the software will take a weighted average of the 3 colours. Green is usually 
given a 59% weighting, whereas red counts for 30% and blue for just 11%.

Therefore the luminance histogram will show three peaks, one for each colour (the grey spikes in the histogram 
below) whereas the lightness will show a single peak (the red spike).
 

Luminance is important when converting to black and white images as this is what is used to decide on the shade of 
grey to assign to each pixel.  The three colours converted to greyscale look like this:
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You can see why the luminance histogram has three spikes – there are three different shades of grey.  The rightmost 
histogram spike is for green which when converted to greyscale gives a much lighter colour than the other two.
 

I have converted this image of coloured blocks into a black and white image - the one on the left showing the 
conversion done using the luminance value (the correct way) and the one on the right using the lightness (which 
does not take account of the eye’s sensitivity to the different colours).

About Colin Bell:

Colin Bell is an enthusiastic amateur photographer that works in the IT business. Colin works as a software developer 
for an environmental research institute and is a specialist in tidal theory and marine software. Colin has had an 
interest in photography since 1984 when he received a Chinon CE-4 one Christmas. In 1991 he upgraded to a Pentax 
P30T and spent a lot of time shooting black & white film and developing it in his loft based darkroom. He bought his 
first digital camera in 1999 (a 0.8 Megapixel Fuji DX-10) and now uses a Canon EOS 350D and 40D.

http://www.creativephotobook.uk.co                 http://www.flickr.com/photos/wirralbells

This article and photographs contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Colin Bell. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Photography 101
Each issue of PhotographyBB Online Magazine will bring you helpful tips and 
tutorials on how to get the most of your digital camera and equipment. We’ll 
cover camera techniques, principals of photography, digital photography 
issues, and how to get the most from the dreaded manual-mode! 

People often ask, “Hey, Gareth… What’s your 
favorite type of photography?” Without a doubt 
or qualification I’d have to say that concert 

shooting is my favorite. In fact, it’s what got me into 
photography in a serious way in the first place.

The atmosphere, the excitement and anticipation; 
the lights; the crowd; the musicians and of course, 
the music itself. The pounding drive of the drums and 
bass; the soaring solos; the melodies and riffs. When 
all of these elements are clicking, you can almost lose 
yourself within the moments. In fact, when you’re 

clicking with the players on stage and they notice this 
and begin clicking with you, it’s an almost magical 
feeling.

Once I figured out that this is something that I 
enjoy doing and have a knack for, I’ve found that I’m 
constantly asking myself not only what makes a good 
concert photograph, but more important what makes 
a good concert photographer. These are really two 
separate things that must be brought together as a 
package and it’s your job as a concert shooter to do just 
that. One can take great concert shots but there’s a lot 

CONCERT PHOTOGRAPHY - By Gareth Glynn Ash

The Sandcarvers shot at the Northern Lights Theatre
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more involved. You must interact with a lot of people: 
the audience, the venue, and sound and lighting crew 
as well as the musicians. If you don’t concentrate on 
the second part of this equation and meld the two, any 
or all of the people mentioned above won’t want you 
around.

So let’s explore the world of concert photography, 
starting with what I think is the most important — the 
equipment.

Now, I’ve heard it said over and over again that 
being a good photographer has nothing to do with 
the equipment. In most situations, I would agree with 
this assessment. However, when it comes to the world 
of concert photography, I have to call “Bull ...” (Oops ... I 
forgot this was a family mag) ... er, ah, “Balderdash!”

If you want concert shots that are crisp, clear, with 
nice lighting and tonal balance, you will need a fast 
lens. There’s just no getting around this. You’ll need 
glass with a wide aperture of f/2.8 at minimum, wider 
if you can get it. Anything below this will produce 
dark, uninteresting backgrounds (and subjects, too) or 
performers that look more like something out of a Dali 
painting. I’m not saying that for some shots this isn’t 
a nice effect — once in a while — but for consistent, 
winning shots, remember that faster is better.

The good news here is that you can obtain really 
nice prime lenses at reasonable prices. I was able to 
pick up a Canon 50mm f/1.8 — the workhorse in my 
concert arsenal — for around ninety bucks. I know that 
Nikon also makes a fast 50mm prime in this price range 
as well. So you see, you don’t have to break the bank 
... unless you’re insane like me and just have to have 
a 70-200mm f/2.8 with image stabilization for special 
circumstances. This, I promise, will cost you a tad more. 
The point is, you don’t need mondo lenses at first. A 
50mm prime offers a great focal distance for most of 
the work you’ll be doing when you start out.

Fast lenses also offer you the opportunity to capture 
the show the way it was intended: in the natural stage 
light setting in which it was presented.

There’s one more reason for having a fast lens ... 
flash. Leave it home! Seriously, don’t even bring it. Want 
to tick off a band and have them never ask you back to 
one of their shows faster then you can say, “Cheese?” 
Shoot their performance using flash. 

Think about it: You’re on stage performing... You 
look out into the audience, and what do you see? 

Sean Gill of Strange Land -  Shot at Shank Hall 

Raven of The Sandcarvers - Shot at On the Waterfront
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Nothing! This is because you have 300-watt stage lights 
blasting into your eyes. You may think performers just 
looked at you when they sang those heart-felt lyrics 
but they didn’t, unless you’re very close to the stage. 
They can’t see a thing.

Knowing this, now put yourself in the performers’ 
position again. You’re right in the middle of that gut 
wrenching lyric ... you’re “looking” out at your audience 
to connect with them at that moment ... you can’t see 
a thing and suddenly ... POP! Someone fires a flashgun 
in your face.

Armed with this knowledge, I think you can see 
where this is not only annoying and distracting, it can 
be dangerous as well, as the performer can be startled 
by the sudden flash of light and possibly trip while 
moving about the stage.

Unless you know the band on a personal basis and 
obtain specific permission from them before the show 
to use the flash ... DON’T! With the right equipment 

you’re shots will turn out better anyway, as you’ll be 
capturing the ambiance instead of a flat, dull, “flashed-
up” mess.

You need some crowd shots? Use the ambient light 
as well. In most cases the stage lighting spills into the 
first few rows of the audience, so use it. These kinds of 
shots can turn out well with motion blur effects. Still 

Bob Boulding of The Young Dubliners - Shot at the  Northern Lights Theater
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too dark for this? Use the pop up flash on your camera, 
stopped down at least one EV and for goodness sake, 
turn away from the performers!

Now that you have your equipment in order, you 
need to know which settings to use on your camera.

For most situations, I find that using shutter priority 
(Tv) set to 100 works very well. You can get away with 
going down to 80, but if it’s a high-energy show, this is 
pushing it.

For those times when I want to focus on the face 
of a specific performer, I’ll switch to Manual with 
the aperture wide open and a shutter speed in the 
neighborhood of 60 – 250. This is tricky in Manual 
mode, as with most shows the light will be constantly 
changing, which means constantly changing the 
shutter speed, but it will come with practice.

What about your ISO setting? Even though you 
have that fast lens, you’re still going to be shooting 
in conditions that are much dimmer then you realize 

from the naked eye, so you’ll still need to crank it up. 
I use an ISO setting of 1600 for general purposes and 
sometimes, if the light is really low, 3200.

Yeah, yeah ... I know. Noise. The nemesis of “low 
light shooters.” However, with today’s cameras and 
post processing software, if you’re careful and stay on 
top of your settings, this won’t be too much of an issue. 

Liam O Maonlai of Hothouse Flowers - Shot at the Milwaukee IrishFest 

von Frickle - Shot at Vnuk’s Lounge
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Expose carefully. I’ve found that in some situations 
(contrary to most advice you’ll hear in the digital world) 
it’s best to actually over expose just a touch, as most 
of the noise will end up being in the shadows with 
concert photography. Experimentation is, as always, a 
key point here.

Oh, one last thing: shoot RAW files. This will afford 
you much more leeway in post to clean up any white 
balance and exposure issues.

Thing is, don’t be afraid. With a little practice, you’ll 
be turning out clean, virtually noise-free images.

Here’s a speculative side note: I’m guessing that 
all this “fast lens” stuff might well become so much 
balderdash itself with the advent of the newer, high ISO 
(25,000 or higher) cameras that are hitting the market. 
I’ve seen online examples of concert shots taken at 
these ISO speeds with aperture settings in the 4.0 - 6.3 
range and they look pretty darn good. I’ll let you know 
if fast lenses are “so yesterday” when I get the 5D Mk II 
next year! In the meantime, keep thinking fast primes. 
You’ll still use them for tons of other situations.

Okay, you have all your gear in order, and you’re 
ready to hit the footlights and start shooting, right? 
Not so fast there, bucko!

You can’t just walk into a pub, venue or stadium 
and expect to start capturing images to your heart’s 
content. Well, you could, but that’d just be rude and 
might just get your butt bounced, to boot.

The performers, remember, are up there creating 
art, too. They don’t know you from Bob’s Your Uncle 
and they have rights to their likenesses. Never assume 
you can walk into any concert setting and just start 
shooting willy-nilly. The band may not mind, but you’ll 
look much more professional and you’ll be remembered 
if you ask beforehand.

This is very easy to accomplish in a small pub or bar 
setting. Just get there early, say, an hour or two before 
the show, and seek out a member of the band. You’ll 
be able to tell who they are easily enough, as they’ll 
be hauling gear (no roadies at this level!), doing sound 
check and the like. Just be sure to catch them at a down 
moment and go on over and introduce yourself. Be 
professional and courteous, hand them your card (you 
do have business cards, right? If not, get some!) and ask 
if you can shoot their show. At this point, before they 
even have a chance to answer, a tip would be to throw 
in real fast, “And of course, I’ll make sure that you get 
copies of the shots when they’re done being processed, 
free of charge.” More times then not small, local bands 
are always looking for performance shots to use on 

Ian Byrne of The Elders - Shot at McAuliffe’s Pub

Chas Waltz of The Young Dubliners - Shot at Northern Lights Theater
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their web sites and promotional material, so they’ll be 
thrilled to get them. Remember that they’re most likely 
as strapped for cash as you are, and have days jobs to 
support their music, so don’t change your mind later 
and demand money. Ask to exchange information, ask 
them the best way to get them copies and follow up on 
your word. They’ll remember you, believe me.

Once you’ve asked the band for permission, it’s a 

good idea to follow up with the pub owner/manager 
at this time, too — before the show — and be sure to 
offer them copies as well.

“But hey, why would I want to give my work away 
for free?” 

You want to shoot the show? You want to start 
making a name for yourself and get to shoot more 
shows in the future? Do it! All it will cost you is a blank 
disk and a stamp. It will all come back when your work 
starts appearing on other web sites, believe me.

Follow these steps and you’ll begin making some 
nice contacts and the band may even buy you a pint 
at some point in the evening. But remember: if anyone 
from the band or the venue denies your request ... 
honor it, with a smile and a sincere thank you! Don’t 
mope or get indignant. Put your camera away, sit back 
and enjoy the show. You’re there anyway, right? This, 
too, will be remembered by someone.

The whole idea of starting out with local bands at 
small pub and bar settings is to build up a portfolio for 
the next step ... getting in to shoot larger acts.

The procedure for this is much the same as for small 

Strange Land - Shot at Shank Hall

The Killdares - Shot at the Iowa Irish Fest
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venues except that you’re going to have to begin your 
work way before the show ... weeks before, in fact.

Here’s a good example: close to where I live, there 
is a larger — but still intimate — venue that seats 
around 400 that gets in a lot of well known national 
and international acts. I’ll check out this venue’s web 
site, looking for acts that are coming in approximately 
a month out. When I find one I’d like to shoot I’ll then 
go to that performers web site and find the “contact” 
link for the band manager, promoter, what have you. 
I’ll then send this person an email with all the proper 
professional introductions, a link to examples of my 
work (this is why you started in pubs, remember?), etc. 
I’ll then ask permission to shoot at this show, thanking 
them profusely. I’ll also send a CC: of this mailing to 
the owner of the venue, to keep them in the loop. It 
does help, of course, if you can build some sort of a 
relationship with the owner before you try this.

Again, offer all parties copies of the shots!

More times then not, you’ll hear something back 
from the band or their representative. If the answer 
is no, reply back and thank them again for their 
consideration. If you hear nothing ... assume nothing. 
If it’s a band you like, go to the show anyway, leave 

your camera home and have a good time. If the answer 
is yes, reply, thank them, answer any and all of their 
questions and ask if you’ll be needing a press pass for 
the event.

This email might also spell out any guidelines they 
will be expecting you to follow the night of the show. 
More often then not the only stipulation they’ll ask of 
you is the old, “Three Songs and You’re Done” rule. This 

A.J. Laird & Chris Trotier from The Sandcarvers - Shot at On the Waterfront, Rockford, IL

Crisco of Seven Nations - Irish American Heritage Center IrishFest
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is pretty straightforward: They’re letting you shoot, but 
only the first three songs of the show. Whatever “rules” 
they lay down for you, follow all of them to the letter and 
nail down any and all details before the night of the 
show. 

Believe me, more times then not your request 
will be granted with very few limitations. I was able 
to capture Steve Hackett (http://www.stevehackett.
com) with no restrictions at all. Carl Palmer (http://
www.carlpalmer.com) allowed me to shoot but did 
restrict me to the first three songs. Luckily, his first 
three songs took up the better part of the first hour of 
the show, so I was able to get quite a few shots. All Fish 
(http://www.the-company.com) said was, “Hey, you 
won’t use flash, right mate? And send them along to us 
when you’re done, eh? I’d love to see them!”

With bigger shows in still larger venues, you’ll 
want to combine all the tips above with also trying to 
work out an arrangement with your local newspaper 
or magazine. You’ll be surprised the access this can 
get you. Again, be professional and if you land the 
gig, follow all the rules laid out by all the concerned 
parties.

At this point, you’re pretty much set. You have your 
gear, your access, you’ve practiced in pubs and bars 
and you know your camera settings. It’s the night of 
the big show and you’re ready to go.

Well, yes, but let’s cover one more thing that a 
good concert photographer needs to keep in mind:
People have paid good money to go and see a show, not 
to see you or be bothered by you!

This is perhaps the biggest thing you’re going to 
have to remember to make a name for yourself as a 
good concert photographer, not just someone who 
happened to capture a great shot. It applies even 
more to the small pubs, so remember the following 
guidelines as you’re starting out.

Try to stake out a spot early and stay there. If you are 
afforded the opportunity to move around the venue, 
don’t act like you own the place. Don’t shove your way 
ahead of people. If you’d like to get to a certain spot, 
politely ask the person there if you can squeeze in for 
a few shots. Don’t overstay your welcome in this spot. 
Get your shots, thank the person and move along. Don’t 
stand in front of those watching the show, especially 

Struby of Seven Nations - Irish American Heritage Center IrishFest

Jim Dawson of The Killdares - Shot at the Iowa Irish Fest
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shorter folks; bend down. If it’s crowded, shoot from 
over the shoulder of the person in front of you. The 
best advice I can give is this: Don’t be an ass - try to 
become invisible.

I think you get the drift. It all really comes down to 
a matter of common courtesy. If you think - at all times  
about not being a pain in the butt to those around 
you, the band will remember, the venue will remember 
and the audience will remember, which is really the 
most important thing. What would you rather have 
happen - a member of the audience approaches you 
at some point and, because you displayed a level of 
professionalism, asks for your card because they want 
to use your services in the future, or would you rather 
have them approach the venue owner telling them 
what a nuisance “that photographer guy” was?

Pretty easy choice, in my world. Don’t be that 
concert shooter (some of whom I know) who, when 
allowed to enter a venue at all — monopod in hand 
- elicits nothing but rolled eyes and heavy sighs. 
Consider that a big hint to leave the monopod at home, 
too. Believe me, if you remember and follow these 

guidelines it’ll be much easier to concentrate on the 
shots you want - or can - get. Work within the situation 
you’re handed.

Now that you’re shooting, concentrate on the 
facial expressions of the performers. Try to get shots as 
they approach or move away from the microphones. 
Think of the good concert shots you’ve seen: Have 
they been the ones with a microphone sticking into 
the performer’s eye, or the ones where the emotion of 
the moment is captured with no clutter in front of the 
performer? Try to capture those interactive moments 
when no one is singing at all, when the musicians are 
feeding off each other’s energies. Follow the flow of 
the music and get those “Rock ‘n’ Roll” moments ... you 
know the ones I mean. Turn around and capture the 
excitement of the audience.

I’m sure that if you follow the examples set out 
above, you too will soon be capturing great concert 
shots and, more importantly, you’ll be allowed back for 
the next show. Remember: Anyone can grab a great 
concert shot, but it takes more then just pointing and 
clicking to be a great concert photographer!

A Note from Dave Seeram, Editor of the PhotographyBB Magazine Online

I would like to extend my personal thanks to the following individuals, bands, and venues for the use of 
their images in the photographs provided by Gareth Glynn Ash. My sincere thanks to all of you talented 
performers, and the best of luck with all of your future endeavours. I’d like for all of our readers to check out 
the following links from some great bands and support these outstanding artists!

The Bands:

The Sandcarvers   Strange Land   Seven Nations
http://www.thesandcarvers.com http://www.strange-land.net http://www.sevennations.com

vonFrickle    Young Dubliners  The Killdares
http://www.myspace.com/vonfrickle http://youngdubliners.com http://www.killdares.com

Hothouse Flowers   The Elders   Far Corner
http://www.hothouseflowers.com http://www.eldersmusic.com http://www.far-corner.com

The Venues:

Irish American Heritage Center Shank Hall   Vnuk’s Lounge  
http://www.irish-american.org  http://www.shankhall.com http://www.vnuks.com

Northern Lights Theater  The Abbey   McAuliffe’s Pub
http://paysbig.com/entertainment http://www.abbeypub.com http://www.mcauliffespub.com

On the Waterfront   Milwaukee IrishFest  Iowa Irish Fest
http://www.onthewaterfront.com http://www.irishfest.com http://www.iowairishfest.com

This article & photographs contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Gareth Glynn Ash. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Photoshop Retouching
This series of Photoshop tutorials will take you through some basic and 
advanced portrait retouching techniques. We’ll cover topics such as skin 
retouching and smoothing, eye retouching, popular portrait special effects, 
and much more. Techniques will be applicable to both everyday portraits as 
well as professional studio portrait photography.

“FAKING” SKIN TEXTURE - By Dave Seeram

When retouching portraits, depending on the particular style of effect you are trying to achieve with your final 
image, you may need to get rid of a model’s natural skin texture entirely and, well... “fake it!” Certain styles of 
portraiture require a smooth and almost surreal glowing quality to them, so just how can you achieve a natural 
looking skin texture in Photoshop? Jump in with me and let’s create some fake skin!

Step 1:

In this tutorial we are going to use this image of a 
model as shown here. Although the original image is 
quite nice, we are going to attempt to achieve a more 
smooth look to her skin by “faking” her skin texture.

The first thing we need to do, is to remove all texture 
from her skin and really smooth out the tones in the 
image. To do this, duplicate your background layer (so 
that we are not working on the original) by pressing 
Control-J (PC) or Command-J (Mac).

Step 2: 

With the duplicated layer now active, go to the filter 
menu: Filter > Blur > Surface Blur, and use a setting that 
smooths out all texture from the skin. At this point, you 
don’t need to worry if you lose detail from other areas 
such as the eyes or hair, we will restore any lost detail in 
a moment. The goal is to focus on the skin and smooth 
it out completely. The settings I used were:
Radius: 5 pixels and Threshold: 15 pxiels

Here is a look at what your smoothed out skin should 
now resemble. Note the loss of detail in the eyes, 
mouth, and hair. Our next step is to recover this detail.
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Step 3:

To bring back the detail in the previously mentioned 
areas, we are going to use a layer mask. Rather than 
painting back in the detailed areas (on the mask) it’s 
much easier to paint “out” the detail over the skin. 

To create a “hide all” layer mask, click on the “Create 
layer mask” icon at the bottom of the layers palette 
while holding down the Alt (PC) or Option (Mac) key.

This creates a black layer mask, which hides the whole 
smoothed out layer. Using a soft edged brush, paint 
with white (on the layer mask) over the skin areas, 
revealing the smoothed skin while avoiding detailed 
areas like the eyes, mouth, and hair.

Step 4:

Create a new blank layer on top of your existing layers 
by clicking on the “Create New Layer” icon at the 
bottom of the layers palette. We want to fill this layer 
with a 50% grey tone, which is done by going to the 
menu: Edit > Fill...
For “Contents” select “50% Grey” from the drop down 
menu, and leave the blending mode set to normal.

On this new grey layer, we are going to simulate the 
skin texture by adding some noise. Go to the filter 
menu: Filter > Noise > Add Noise...
I used an amount of 20% (increase for higher res 
images), Gaussian, and Monochromatic checked ON.

Step 5:

To create a realistic skin texture, here’s what we do 
next. Sharpen the noise slightly with the unsharp mask 
filter. I used settings of 50%, Radius: 0.5 pixels, and 
Threshold: 0

Now here’s the “magic moment” that happens in all 
Photoshop tutorials!

Go to the filter menu: Filter > Stylize > Emboss...
I used settings of 135 degrees, Height: 1 pixel, and 
Amount of 80%

This creates a very nice even looking skin texture, but 
I know what you are thinking - it’s all grey! For another 
(more impressive) “magic moment”, change the 
blending mode of this layer to “Soft Light.”
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Now we a nice even fake skin texture which we’ll now refine. Lower the opacity of this layer down to 50%. Remember 
how we created that layer mask back in step 3? We need the same type of mask to only show the skin texture over 

the skin areas. In fact, we need the 
exact same mask! 

To make a copy of this layer mask 
and apply it to your new “fake” skin 
textured layer, simply hold down the 
Alt (PC) or Option (Mac) key, and drag 
the layer mask from your smoothed 
out layer onto your new fake skin layer 
and voila! You’ve got your skin texture 
only showing on the skin areas of your 
image! Have a look at the before/after 
examples here to see the difference. 

“Digital image content © 1997-2007 
Hemera Technologies Inc., a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Jupiter Images 
Corporation. All Rights Reserved”.

I hope you have enjoyed this digital plastic surgery exploration in creating fake skin! 

Be sure to join us next month where we’ll continue our photo retouching series with a creative and 
popular “dream-like” effect. Until next month, keep practicing your new retouching skills, and above all...  
Happy Photoshopping!

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Dave Seeram. Please contact the author directly for any questions. Image provided by 1and1.com.
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 LIGHTROOM’S DEVELOP MODULE: TOP TEN TIPS! - By John Ogden

Here it is! Another innovative approach to your monthly Lightroom advice and guidance column. In this issue, 
three highly respected Lightroom experts come together to share their tips and help you speed up your Lightroom 
processing workflow. This month we are featuring the Develop module, the power-house processing engine that 
shares its DNA with Adobe Camera Raw. Finally it is tamed, thanks to the Lightroom “A” team.

Adobe Photoshop® Lightroom™
Adobe Photoshop® Lightroom™ 2 is Adobe’s most powerful solution for 
working with camera RAW images, giving the digital photographer all the 
necessary tools to master their digital darkroom developing techniques. This 
series will explore various uses of Lightroom, and the types of processing 
and effects that can be achieved through working with RAW files.

Introducing the Lightroom Elite Special Ops:
Victoria is based on the south coast of England and 
works with professional photographers worldwide, 
particularly with raw processing and photo retouching.  
She is heavily involved with Lightroom and devotes a 
lot of her time to answering questions on a number 
of specific Lightroom forums. She is also author of the 
book “Adobe Lightroom - The Missing FAQ”. See her 
website for more details

Andrew is owner of The Digital Dog (a digital imaging 
training and consulting business located in Santa Fe, 
New Mexico). Andrew devotes much of his professional 
life to the understanding and promotion of colour 
management. He is the author of “Colour Management 
for Photographers, Hands on Techniques for Photoshop 
Users” published by Focal Press and was inducted into 
the NAPP Photoshop Hall of Fame in 2007.

The “A” Team Last Seen @
Victoria Bampton AKA “The Lightroom Queen” http://www.lightroomqueen.com/

Andrew Rodney AKA “The Digital Dog” http://www.digitaldog.net

Sean McCormack 
(Photo by David (The Strobist) Hobby)

http://seanmcfoto.com
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Sean has been heavily involved with Lightroom from 
its early days and made Adobe’s thank you list after 
working on the pre-release version of Lightroom 1. He 
has produced several Lightroom resources including 
the wonderful LRB Portfolio web gallery. Currently he 
moderates for Adobe on the Lightroom Community 
Help pages and has just been recognised as an official 
“Adobe Community Expert”. Sean writes for numerous 
blogs and magazines and his book on Lightroom is 
due to be published this year. 

Develop Module Top Tips:

1. Try the Auto White balance and the Auto Tone 
commands.

Lightroom 2’s updated algorithms do a fair job of 
correcting tone levels and overall brightness. It may 
not work with every image, but often gives a great 
starting point.

 
2. Toggle to greyscale

Sometimes you see an image that you’re pretty sure 
is going to work in Black and White. For a quick visual 
check, hit the letter V on the keyboard to quickly convert 
to greyscale, hit V again to return to full colour.

 
3. Use the Targeted Adjustment Tool (TAT)

Andrew loves the TAT which allows you to adjust 
colour and tone by hovering over and scrubbing on 
the image. As he quite rightly says, “its so good that it’s 
now a new feature in Photoshop CS4”

 
Victoria explains how to use it: 
“In the Tone Curve, HSL and Greyscale panels, there’s 
a little bull’s-eye in the top left hand corner (see the 
illustration).  By selecting this TAT tool for the effect 
you wish to adjust, and clicking and dragging up 
and down directly on the image, you’ll see the sliders 
move automatically.  This means you can concentrate 
on what the image actually looks like, rather than the 
mechanics of how to get there”

4. Set defaults for your camera(s)

Sean has a great tip for processing your images. “When 
you’ve got the perfect base settings for your camera, 
hold down Alt key and the ‘Reset’ button becomes ‘Set 
Default...’. Clicking on this will let you save the settings 
as your default for the camera used on this shot”  

Press “V” to toggle to greyscale and back!
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5. “Superuse” the basic panel

Andrew’s advice for the Develop module is to work 
top down starting with the Basic panel. “The controls 
in the basic panel are provided in an idealised order. 
Don’t jump to curves because you’ve always done this 
in Photoshop, curves in Lightroom are for very subtle 
tone control” 

You can also speed up your progress through the Basic 
panel by using keyboard shortcuts. The full stop and 
comma keys ( “.” and “,” ) will let you select switch 
through the various basic adjustments in order and the 
plus and minus keys ( “+” and “-“ ) allow setting to be 
increased or decreased. A message appears on screen 
to confirm which adjustments are selected and the 
changes being made. 

6. Make and Use Presets 

Andrew recommends making presets, particularly if 
you produce an effect or correction you think you’ll 
use on other similar images in the future. Naming for 
presets is critical! Make it something that makes sense 
to you and reflects the overall effect. 
  

7. Get in Sync

Victoria knows that the real power of Lightroom 
comes in quickly being able to process a large number 
of images:  

“Being able to copy, paste, sync and automatically sync 
settings between photos can save hours of processing 
time.  AutoSync is a particular time saver - Select a 
number of photos, hold down the Ctrl key, and click 
the Sync button at the bottom of the right hand panel 
- the button that now says “AutoSync”.  For as long as 
that says AutoSync, any slider movement will apply to 
all selected images”.
 

 
8. Before and After

Hit the Y key at any time to see a “before and after” 
comparison. By default your before stage shows the 
state of the original when it was imported. However a 
quick trip to the History panel on the Left allows you 
to change this. Right click on any History step and you 
can “Copy History Step settings to Before”.
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 9. Virtual Copies
Right click on your image in the film strip and you can choose to create a virtual copy. Hardly any disk space is eaten 
away with this “copy”, its simply a new link back to the original file but with its own preview including any new 
changes. You can make as many virtual copies as you like and use them to experiment with different effects or even 
different crops on the same original image. Virtual copies are easily identified by the “page turn” icon in the bottom 
left corner of the thumbnail.

10. Pop your Landscapes
There are some quick landscape fixes available in the basic panel. Pump up the Recovery slider to add drama to 
skies, use lots of positive clarity to add detail and texture to grass, trees etc. For a more advanced effect open the 
tool drawer and use the new Graduated filters to emulate and enhance a neutral density filter effect as shown below.  
To ensure that the graduated filter is level as you drag it down press and hold the Shift key.  If you’re in a hurry, you 
could always purchase Sean’s ready-made LRB Grad filter presets for a modest fee!

In these images taken at Sonning Farm by the River Thames, the second version illustrates how 100% recovery 
pulls back colour and contrast to the sky. The clarity is also way up (about 70%) and sharpens up the detail in the 
foreground snow and grass. The final image has a graduated filter added to lower the exposure in the top half of the 
image by about one stop.

Make sure you come back next month to start working smarter with the output modules, happy Lightrooming! 
http://www.csace.co.uk   john@csace.co.uk

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of John Ogden. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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PhotographyBB would like to welcome Mark 
Goldstein of PhotographyBLOG to join us this 
month as our industry insider. Mark Goldstein is 

a professional photographer and website editor who 
also owns, runs and writes for PhotographyBLOG. Mark 
and his team have also been instrumental in the success 
of the PhotographyBB Magazine Online, in helping 
to spread the world through monthly press release 
distribution. It’s our sincere pleasure to offer Mark the 
opportunity to be our first insider to launch this new 
column. Mark has also provided some of his favourite 
photographs from his own personal collection of 
images to share with our readers. 

PBB: Welcome to PhotographyBB, and thank you so 
much for joining us as our first “industry insider.” 
Let’s start by getting to know you better - tell us 
about yourself Mark!

Hi, my name’s Mark Goldstein and I’m the owner 
and editor of PhotographyBLOG, one of the UK’s biggest 
digital photography websites, which offers informative 
new product reviews and original in-depth news from 
around the world. I’m also a regular contributor to 
the popular UK magazine Digital Camera Buyer. More 
personal photo projects include my Portfolio site 
(http://www.markgoldstein.co.uk) and Everydayeye 

PhotographyBB is both pleased and proud to kick off a brand new column for our anniversary edition entitled, 
“The Industry Insider.” In this new column we’ll be interviewing some “insiders” in the photography industry  
from manufacturers, to marketing directors, business owners, service providers, and many more.

The Industry Insider
 THIS MONTH’S INDUSTRY INSIDER: Mark Goldstein of PhotographyBLOG
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(http://www.everydayeye.com), an attempt to post a 
photo every day.

PBB: How long have you been into photography, and 
can you recall what first got you into photography?
 

I’ve been interested in photography for 8 years, 
starting off with a cheap point and shoot film camera 
and eventually progressing onto the Canon EOS 5D. 
My interest actually started through jealousy and male 
pride! My girlfriend and I went on holiday, and she took 
her Minolta film SLR, and I had an £18 fixed lens film 
compact. Suffice to say, despite standing in the same 
places and pointing the cameras in the same direction, 
her photos were miles better than mine. On returning 
home, I vowed to get even, bought a Canon EOS 30 
film SLR with kit lens, and it all progressed from there.

PBB: What is your artistic background?

I’m a writer by education, reading English at 
Manchester University.  I started off on the photography 
road by reading every camera magazine under the 
sun, and then decided to formalize my knowledge 
by enrolling on a City & Guilds Photography course. 
This took a couple of years of part-time study and 
covered all the basics, from history to understanding 
apertures, and even an entire course making prints in 
the darkroom!
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PBB: As the owner and founder of the popular 
PhotographyBLOG website, could you tell us a little 
bit about PhotographyBLOG and what you do there? 
What inspired you to start PhotographyBLOG?

PhotographyBLOG started like many other photo 
blogs - as a place to post a few photos, jot down a 
few thoughts and meet like-minded people - as well 
as a chance to indulge my other passion, web-design. 
After about 18 months the site had grown much more 
popular, so much so that I quit my day job, moved to 
Paris and successfully ran the site full-time! Since then 
we’ve concentrated a lot more on providing expert 
product reviews and up-to-date photography news, 
and have now reached 850,000 monthly visitors.

PBB: As a photographer yourself, do you find it 
difficult to maintain a balance between your work 
on PhotographyBLOG versus having time to pursue 
your own personal photography? 

Definitely! My original master-plan was to spend 
50% of my time on PhotographyBLOG, and 50% on my 

own photography, but the ratio is more like 80/20 in 
reality. PhotographyBLOG is a full-time enterprise and 
I have to mostly fit my photography around it. Still, I 
have the rather unique opportunity to use and write 
about the latest photo products, so I can’t complain 
too much!
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PBB: Sounds like a great job indeed! So what 
photographic equipment do you personally use, 
and is there any piece of equipment that you 
ALWAYS bring with you on a shoot? What does your 
post processing toolbox consist of?

I like to travel light, so my main camera is the 
Canon EOS 5D, with a Tamron 28-75mm and Canon 
EF 70-200mm f/4 as walk-around lenses. I also have 
a Canon 100mm f2.8 macro lens, Canon 17-40mm f4 
wide-angle, and the photographer’s favourite, the 
Canon 50mm f1.8. 

I always carry a bright pink lens cloth, which is 
impossible to lose but does draw some funny looks 
from people! 

I use Lightroom 2 for most of my post-processing, 
as I don’t do too much re-touching, I find that Lightroom 
meets most of my requirements, and it’s also very 
quick and easy to apply the same changes to a batch 
of similar images.

PBB: Could you give our readers a brief idea about 
the inspiration behind your Everydayeye site?

I decided to start Everydayeye when I’d just gone 
through a photographic dry-spell, something that most 
photographers experience. After writing an article about 

how to combat this (http://www.photographyblog.
com/articles_beating_the_photography_blues.
php), I took my own advice and started a new website 
where I’d try to post one photo every day. The emphasis 
is very much on try - in reality, there have been times 
when I’ve struggled to post anything. Still, the site has 
often made the difference between staying in and 
going out to shoot something.

PBB: So as we know, PhotographyBLOG is one of 
the UK’s (and one of the world’s) most popular 
photography websites. Could you give our 
readers some insight in to what’s in store for 
PhotographyBLOG in 2009?

We actually have a lot of new things lined-up for 
this year, most of which I can’t tell you about! All I can 
say at this point in time is that PhotographyBLOG is 
set to offer more expert reviews and in-depth news 
than ever before in a fresh new format, plus we’ll be 
expanding into some completely new areas for us 
which will really add to the site as a whole.

PBB: With digital SLR cameras becoming more 
widely available at reduced prices these days, 
do you anticipate any big changes in the digital 
photography industry? How will PhotographyBLOG 
stay on top and continue to adapt to this ever 
evolving industry during 2009?
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There are already some obvious signs that the 
camera manufacturers are innovating instead of just 
adding more megapixels, with some truly unique 
products due for release this year. The emphasis is now 
on things like faster fps rates, better image quality, 
useful technologies like face recognition, and probably 
the hottest area of all, HD video both for both compacts 
and DSLRs. We’ll stay on top of things by continuing 
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to review all of the most interesting new products and 
testing them out in the real world, just as we have with 
our previous 300+ reviews.

PBB: Mark, thank you for taking the time to do this 
interview with us. It’s been a real pleasure to get 
to know you better. I wish you and your team at 
PhotographyBLOG all the best for another successful 
year of growth for 2009, and continued success in 
your personal photographic adventures.

I would like to encourage all of our readers to visit the 
PhotographyBLOG website and subscribe to their 
RSS feed. You can also view the PhotographyBLOG 
news headlines under the “News” menu on the 
PhotographyBB Blog.

Click here to visit the PhotographyBLOG  site:
 http://www.photographyblog.com

This article and all image contained are Copyright © are courtesy of Mark Goldstein. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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PhotographyBB Forums Upgrade

As I mentioned last month, the forum upgrades are going to be an ongoing ever-evolving process over the 
coming year. We now have the ability to embed video into forum threads, which will be leading to the creation 
of a video archive section of the site where members can watch and post video tutorials ! 
 
Additionally, we’ve just added a new method for uploading images to the forums through a service called 
TinyPic. Now when you post a photo to the forums, you can either embed it through your own hosted site (as 
usual), through the PostImage.org service (also as usual), or now through TinyPic, which shows up as a link 
under your posting box. TinyPic images will post a full size (limited to 1024 pixels max) into the thread. Enjoy!

New Social Networking Features

In the spirit of Jason Anderson’s article last month on Photography and Social Networking, we’ve added 
some new social networking features to the site. There is a new image gallery menu on the main page for 
PhotographyBB where members can submit photos to our Flickr group:

http://www.flickr.com/groups/photographybb_gallery  

These images will automatically show up in our gallery page for all members to browse and admire. It’s great 
exposure for your personal photographic gallery, so please feel free to participate and show off your photos to 
the world! 
 
In addition to the Flickr site, you may also have noticed our Twitter updates down the right hand side of our 
main page. Twitter lets us connect quickly and easily with our followers, and allows us to post short notes 
which can be viewed on our blog page. If you use Twitter, please “follow” us (and we’ll return the favour) by 
adding your editor’s Twitter link here: http://twitter.com/photographybb

Visit the PhotographyBB Forums and participate today!
http://www.photographybb.com/forum/

What’s Happening at
The PhotographyBB Forums

PHOTOGRAPHYBB FORUMS: NEW MEMBERS, NEW IMAGE UPLOADING METHODS!
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Night photography was one of our more difficult challenges, especially during the winter time! However, all of the 
entries were stunning as usual, and it made picking our favourites very difficult. Here are your winners:

Photography Assignments
Challenge Winners!
PHOTOGRAPHYBB PHOTO ASSIGNMENTS CHALLENGE #9: “NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY”

Trocadero Center in London -  Photo submitted by Marcin Kumorek (fro_Ost)

Light Trails -  Photo submitted by Phil Smith (Philipo)The waterfront in Trieste -  Photo submitted by Roger (MrLowLight)
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Have a Great 
Idea for a 

Photography 
Article?

We are looking for 
talented individuals 
who would like to 
expand their portfolios 
by volunteering to 
contribute articles to 
this e-magazine! If you 
are interested, we’d 
love to hear from you.

Topics of Interest are:

- Photography Techniques
- Photography on Location
- Photoshop Tutorials
- Hardware / Software Reviews
- Camera Equipment
- Member Spotlight
- Plus we’re open to new ideas!

To become either a regular 
contributing author, or even 
just for a one-time article, 
please email us at: 

magazine@photographybb.com

Introduce yourself, share your 
idea, and maybe we’ll see you 
in next month’s issue!

Step into the Spotlight!
Would you like to be featured in the PhotographyBB 
Online Spotlight on Member section? If so, please let 
us know at: magazine@photographybb.com

We’ll feature your photos, a small biography and write-
up about you, as well as links to your web gallery or 
photography related business. We all love photography 
and image editing, so let’s get to know each other!

Next Month’s Issue:
Next month we’ll be continuing our series on photo 
retouching techniques, with a look at a popular 
retouching effect on wedding photos. Our retouching 
series will continue with new Photoshop tutorials 
every month, covering the most popular techniques 
for enhancing portraits.

Additionally, we’ll be including more how-to style 
articles for both photography, Photoshop, and 
Lightroom. Stay tuned for some exciting tutorials.

Lastly, next month we’re going to take you inside 
PhotographyBB and give you an idea of just how an 
issue of the PhotographyBB Magazine Online is put 
together from start to finish. 

Discounts for Readers:
For those of you who are interested in getting into HDR 
photography, there simply is no better HDR software 
then HDRsoft’s Photomatix Pro, available as a stand 
alone software and as a Photoshop Plugin. 

http://www.photographybb.com/hdr/

and use the coupon code: photographybb.com 
for a special discount. Also, check out the Shop 
PhotographyBB site for links to some great deals on 
cameras and accessories. Best deals on the web!

Thank you for reading the PhotographyBB Online 
Magazine. We hope  you enjoyed it, and we’d love to 
see you again next month. If you have any questions or 
comments for us regarding this magazine, please feel 
free to email us at:

magazine@photographybb.com


